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we had to recruit and re-organise. Paqui Jumilla
was promoted to the Managers position and a
new person hired to backfill Paqui?s position.
Rocio Manzanares started with us this year and
is a very welcome addition to the team.

N EW SL ETTER

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
"I stated at the outset of my term as President that I would
serve only for a period of two years and those two years are
coming to an end!" John Douglass.
.

.

Dear Owners,
I thought that it would be appropriate to reflect on the
significant challenges and events that have taken place over
the past two years.
Due to the very sad passing of Pascual Sanchez who
managed the the General Community office for many years,
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In the early part of this year we were informed
that Grupo Segur, our contracted security
company, had gone into administration but that
we were unable to contract a replacement
before we were released from our current
contract .... a somewhat bizarre situation. Even
more odd was that our contract apparently
became a tradable asset of the Administrator.
Eventually, Grupo Segur went into full liquidation
at which point we were able to free the General
Community from the contract and appoint
Securitas as the new security provider. All guards that
wished to move to Securitas were transferred and I am happy
to report no loss of
earnings for our
guards during this
period. We are
pleased to have such
a professional
company, Securitas,
to work with in the
future.
The main road
refurbishment
continues to occupy
our time, especially
as we focus on the
impressive new entry
statement and
way-finding signage,
which the General
Company is funding.
All being well the Murcian Road authority will have
completed this work and also the road itself in the near
future.

I feel we have made incremental improvements over the last
two years. For example, we have refurbished certain areas of
the resort, including badly damaged road surfaces;
introduced improved and more transparent communication
via setting up a Facebook page; re-designed the on-line
newsletters; created a stylish printed La Manga Club
magazine; and introduced recycling for plastics, tetrapaks
and tins through the yellow bin program, in relation to which
there is continued demand for these bins to be added to and
located in individual communities.
Many people have asked me whether, or not, I have enjoyed
being President ............ well it?s been interesting and often
rewarding. However, having been a Vice President for two
years and then President for a further two years, it will be
nice to get back to retirement; after all, I?ve been retired for
eighty months, but worked for fifty nine of them! Time to go!

John Douglass
President, General Community
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the new road is
relatively straight, as it
runs up to the first and
largest of the two new
roundabouts. Work is
already underway on
installing four street
lights, one at each
corner, and also the
infrastructure for the
new resort entry statement signage, which will be
positioned in the centre of the roundabout.

N EW SL ETTER
The previously dangerous junction of the Coto Ana
and the Canela restaurant roads now features a
safer ?throughabout?roundabout, which are
common in Spain and are called raquetas (Spanish
for racquet, as in tennis raquet), or
glorietas/ rotondas partidas (split roundabout).
Traffic travelling up and down the main Los
Belones/ Portman carriageway has right of way.
The dangerous corner a few metres above the Coto
Ana/ Canela junction has thankfully now gone, and

.

SEEING IS ABOUT TO
BECOME BELIEVING!

.

"After fourteen months and many dramas along the way, the
new road from Los Belones is nearly finished and La Manga
Club will finally have an approach befitting its five star
reputation." Tony Coles.
.

Starting at the Los Belones roundabout, gone are the
much-loved, but tired, not to say dying, trees, to be replaced
by a spectacular view of the wide new road as it rises
towards the resort in the distance.
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Next comes the stretch that runs
between the north and south
courses. The new carriageway,
with its wider, safer lanes is higher
than previously and offers drivers
and their passengers better views
of both courses.

N EW SL ETTER
SEEING IS ABOUT TO
BECOME BELIEVING!

The second of the two new
roundabouts is sited at what was
usually referred to as ?the
crossroads?, the junction where
people turn left toward control 1,
or right up to Las Lomas Village
and the Wellness Spa. The
roundabout is slightly off centre to
the left and is also on a slope.
Therefore, it needs care when driving onto and around it.
The roundabout is the site of new way-finding directional
signage, whose simple, clear design will help drivers more
easily navigate to different parts of the resort.
On the right of the new way-finding roundabout work is
close to completion on the repair of long-term road
subsidence and when complete will be welcomed by
businesses, owners, renters and visitors alike.
The final stretch of the new road runs by the
long-established La Rusticana and Maribel restaurants and
then to the West Course
where it connects to the
stretch of road through to
Portman, which was
upgraded some years
ago.
All in all, the road has
taken a long time to be
built, but when it is finally
finished, all at La Manga
Club will be pleased that
the resort has an
approach worthy of its
five star reputation.
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the main crossroads into the resort.
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Designer Peter Morrow got to work. Inspired
by the much-loved water features that had
welcomed visitors to the resort for many
decades, Peter created concepts for both a
new entry statement, at the soon to be built
Coto del Golf/ Reserva del Coto roundabout
(thereby bringing all five Coto communities
clearly within the footprint of the resort),
and an updated, more contemporary
way-finding signage at the crossroads.
Peter?s designs were translated into detailed
and costed plans by local architect Arturo
Garcia (more of whom later) and were
subsequently approved by a majority vote of
Community Presidents at the General
Community EGM, held on the 27th July,
2017. Formal competitive tendering was
then undertaken and after evaluation of
submitted bids a contractor was appointed and the
contract finalised.

NEW RESORT ENTRY
& WAY-FINDING
SIGNAGE
"The design of a brand new entry statement and way-finding
signage was long over due." Peter Morrow.
.

Therefore, when work finally started on upgrading the Los
Belones main road, so that it linked to the already improved
section that runs from La Manga Club?s West Course to
Portman, it provided the perfect opportunity to give the resort
a 5 star entrance and to upgrade the directional signage at
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The perimeters of the two
roundabouts have already
been completed and
connections to power and
water supplies installed.
Foundations on which the
new entry and
way-finding signage will
sit are also underway.
Work has recently started
on installing lamp posts,
which will be positioned
around the outsides of
each roundabout (four at
each site) and which will
not only provide
background ambient
lighting for the signage,
but also illuminate the

carriageway to facilitate safe driving at night.
Artwork has been produced for the logo, lettering, stars and
directional arrows, and print production, plus the
manufacture of 3D lettering
and stars will soon be in hand.
Landscaping, the installation
of flag poles and the
contracting of the signage
infrastructure will all follow
shortly. We hear that once
construction is completed it is
likely that representatives
from the Murcia regional
government, the General
Community and the
contractor, will convene for a
formal opening ceremony,
which will no doubt be
extensively covered by local
print, broadcast television and
social media.
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Arturo started his architectural studies at the
Northumbria University Newcastle-upon-Tyne, in
the north east of the United Kingdom. He
completed his studies in Cartagena and graduated
with honours. His final project merged his two
passions and proposed a new housing
development for shipwrights and shipyard workers
in the Balearic Islands. His design was published
in the Menorca, Cartagena and Murcia local
newspapers.
In 2012 his proposal won the first prize in an
international competition for a public services
building with heliport on the La Manga strip (work
in progress). After that he collaborated with the
Blancafort+Reusan Architectural Practice based in
Barcelona and Lejarraga, a firm of architects based
in Cartagena.
He launched AGÜERA Architects, his own company,
earlier this year, and is based in La Manga. 2017 has been a
very challenging and exciting year for Arturo, full of new and
different projects, many of them in La Manga Club.
Since last spring he has enjoyed working closely with the
General Community on implementing and project managing
designs for the resort?s new entry statement and way-finding
signage, and is looking forward to helping take this through
to a successful completion in the not too distant future.

ARTURO G. AGÜERA
ARCHITECT

He looks forward to helping his client?s ideas take shape and
come true. Contact via www.arturoaguera.com.

.

The architect of the General Community?s new entry
statement was born in Sevilla and raised in Cartagena, but
considers himself a citizen of the world.
.

He is fascinated by Mediterranean architecture and in his
spare time passionate about sailing; travelling around the
world and actively experiencing different cultures has given
him great and valuable life experience.
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It was particularly good to see the hard work of the
organisers rewarded by, not only people around the resort
attending, but also many from the surrounding district.
The evening started at 6.45pm with drinks and food being
served. The bonfire was lit at 7.15pm, much to the delight of
little and large children!

N EW SL ETTER

The actual firework display was a little late in starting, about
15 minutes, and we apologise for that. The delay was caused
by an official from the environment agency (who granted
permission for the display) and involved the fire-truck being
re-located adjacent to the pyrotechnics area.

Once underway, the display (provided by Pirotecnia
Murciana) was truly outstanding and by common consent
was thought to be the best yet.
Pirotecnia Murciana recorded the display via a drone camera
and the video may be seen by visiting the General Community
Facebook page >
https:// www.facebook.com/ lmc.generalcommunity/

.

FIREWORKS PARTY
.

"Once again the General Community Firework party was a
great success. It was attended by an estimated 400+ people,
with all age groups represented." John Douglass.
.
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Catering as usual was provided by La Manga Club S.L. and
we thank them for the use of their facilities on the night. A
special thanks also goes to Chad Harpur, LMC?s Director of
Sport, for turning on the football pitch floodlights before the
display, despite the cost involved and the significant damage
to his operating budget for the year due to excessive use of
power!
Finally, my thanks once again to all involved in staging the
event, which has now become a popular and firm fixture on
the La Manga Club social calendar. We look forward to
seeing an even bigger crowd and more fantastic fireworks in
2018.
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Rubira García and Francisco Carrasco Vázquez.
Fundamental to them doing their job efficiently is
the condition of the refuse collection lorry which
they use. However, as one can imagine, with
some 300+ collection runs, involving thousands
of kilometres, every year, the lorry works to a
punishing schedule and from time to time the
drivers have to revert to using the back-up lorry.
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This system has worked well for many years, but
over the last year the main lorry has had some
problems, whilst the back-up has become
increasingly unreliable. Therefore, earlier this
year it was decided to sell the back-up lorry
(some 9,000? was realised), relegate the Iveco
lead lorry to be the back-up and buy a completely
new lorry.

A team of three General Community men are up early each
day (except Sundays) ensuring our bins are emptied - a
service that seems like a distant memory in countries like the
UK for example, where weekly, bi-weekly, or even more
infrequent collections, are now the order of the day.
The General Community?s hard working team comprises,
above, left to right, Pedro Javier Sánchez Montero, Francisco

NEW FIVE STAR LORRY
"Refuse collect ion represent s t he unglam orous side of
life around a resort like La Manga Club, but
self-evident ly is vit ally im port ant from a healt h and
verm in cont rol perspect ive, not t o m ent ion t he general
appearance of t he resort ." Paqui Jumilla
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So, over summer, at a cost of 167,585? + the
General Community took delivery of a brand new,
state
of the
art, Mercedes
Benz Antos refuse
lorry, bearing the
General
Community?s
corporate identity
and colours.
Needless to say,
the collection staff
are delighted that
they have a
modern, reliable
lorry to work with,
whilst the General
Comments is
pleased to be able
to continue
delivering a quality
service to Owners
around the resort.
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"These incidents are a timely reminder to be
security-aware at all times." Ian Hunt.

N EW SL ETTER

Another busy summer came to an end for Ian Hunt, the
General Community?s security advisor, and his team, who
breathed a collective sigh of relief as autumn arrived and
visitor numbers decreased. Throughout the summer the
guards excelled themselves and handled many difficult
situations in a calm and professional manner. Thanks must
go to the entire team, plus a special acknowledgment to
Sergio Muñoz who has co-ordinated the day to day running
of the team exceptionally well and spent many extra hours
doing so.
Unfortunately there were two serious incidents during last
summer. In July a private villa was broken into and a safe
forced. Fortunately, the owner was not present at the time.
The good news was that nothing was stolen, though it was
very strange that valuable items in the safe and indeed the
villa generally, were not taken. The local police agreed and
suggested that the thief may have been disturbed. We?ll
never know!
In August another private villa was broken into, via an
unlocked patio door, at 6.30am. The Owners were at home
and asleep at the time. The thief stole a small amount of

WORKING TO MAKE
LA MANGA CLUB THE
SAFEST & MOST
SECURE RESORT IN
EUROPE
PUBLISHED BY THE LA MANGA CLUB, GENERAL COMMUNITY

cash and left the property. Thankfully, no one was injured.
However, the break-in violated the owner?s sense of security
and so made this a particularly nasty crime. Some CCTV
coverage, albeit not the best quality, was recorded and
showed the thief leaving the property. It suggested the
person may have been a visitor to the resort, although this
was not 100% certain.

These break-ins are the reason the General Community has
previously circulated advisory notices about the
responsibility of owners and/ or rental clients, to secure their
properties 24/ 7, but especially through the hours of
darkness. Ironically, because Ian Hunt and his security team
have been so
successful in reducing
forced entries over the
past four years,
owners and rental
clients may have
become a little
complacent about
securing their
properties. These
incidents are a timely
reminder to be
security-aware at all
times.
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WORKING TO MAKE LA MANGA
CLUB THE SAFEST & MOST
SECURE RESORT IN EUROPE

Another advisory notice that Ian Hunt issued earlier this year
related to the increasing number of golf buggy incidents,
which have become a real problem, particularly as many
drivers are underage. As a consequence, throughout last
summer guards stopped more buggies than in any previous
year. However, although parents were often made aware
when underage drivers were involved, little seemed to change
- hard to understand given the obvious potential for their
children to be involved in serious accidents.
Since then, Ian Hunt has asked the Securitas management
team to help the General Community with this problem. He is
also trying to arrange a meeting with local police, so as to get
their views on how the underage issue may be better
managed going forward.

.

"Police have told the General Community that they have
recently taken legal action against two resort owners who
allowed their buggies to be used by underage drivers".

Illegal Immigrants: Last summer the resort security guards
intercepted illegal immigrants landing at La Cala on four
different dates. As a result, some twenty illegal immigrants
were arrested by the local police and they have asked resort
security to continue monitoring repeat incursions. Once
again, this confirms that the General Community enjoys a
good and productive relationship with all levels of local
police.

.

Looking at the bigger picture, last summer ran relatively
smoothly. The guards attended numerous incidents, which
included false alarms at domestic and commercial
properties, problems with youngsters using community pools
during the night and usual issues relating to excess alcohol
consumption. However, generally, the number of incidents
was down on previous years

Photograph: courtesy of La Manga Club S.L
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stressed their patrols will visit the resort and surrounding
roads on a regular basis, and will stop buggies if they believe
an offence is taking place.

Above: Children driving buggies is illegal and police will act.
Generally it is regrettable that some owners seem to think
that Spanish driving laws do not apply within the resort. They
are of course wrong. For the avoidance of doubt, whilst using
buggies to go to and from the golf courses is usually ignored
by the police, other illegal behaviour could and does lead to
prosecution. This includes driving buggies on the Portman to
Los Belones main road, underage driving and adults taking
babies/ young children on their buggies without seat belts
being used. As evidence of their stricter approach, police
have told the General Community that they have recently
taken legal action against two resort owners who allowed
their buggies to be used by underage drivers. They also

Illegal Golf Ball Sellers: As owners are aware, several months
ago the community Presidents voted in favour of supporting
action to try rid the resort's golf courses of illegal ball sellers.
In the subsequent joint effort with La Manga Club S.L. two
security staff were employed to patrol the courses. As a
result, whilst the courses are not completely rid of these
people, only two individuals have returned.
However, there is no room for complacency. So, the General
Community is asking LMC employees and owners to call
Security whenever they see illegal golf ball sellers. Security
staff will then attend and will escort the offending individuals
off the courses. Most importantly, if all owners co-operated
and did not buy balls from illegal sellers in the future, clearly
the problem would disappear. The General Community asks
for everyone?s help in achieving this aim.
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WORKING TO MAKE LA MANGA
CLUB THE SAFEST & MOST
SECURE RESORT IN EUROPE
.

Securitas: The General Community is now some three
months into its contract with Securitas, the new security
contractor.Two scheduled meetings with the Securitas
regional coordinator are held each month. In the first, which
our the team leaders attend, all aspects of resort security are
discussed and they have the opportunity contribute their
ideas and thoughts.The second meeting is with Ian Hunt and
the General Community security coordinator, in which
previous months are reviewed and issues that need
addressing identified. For example, the security team?s dog
handlers raised concerns about their dogs. Securitas
immediately reviewed the situation and proposed that a new
dog supplier was appointed, which was done, and the old
.

dogs retired to domestic homes.

entering the resort via controls 1 and 3 .

I am also pleased to announce that
Securitas have offered English
lessons to all resort security guards.
Beginner, intermediate and advanced
courses will be on offer. Good news,
as given English is the language
which is most understood worldwide,
it will enable the guards to do their
jobs more effectively.

6. Constant contact will be maintained during alerts with
police authorities across Spain.

Owners will have noticed that since
Securitas started they have been using a variety of temporary
vehicles. However, their new permanent and liveried fleet will
be fully operational in the not too distant future.
Attacks in Barcelona: The recent terrorist attacks in
Barcelona are evidence that Spain is and will continue to be a
target. In this context the General Community has a
procedure in place, were a similar attack to happen at the
resort. As a result, Ian Hunt recently issued a security notice
via the General Community Facebook page and website,
explaining the procedure.
1. If the General Community is told of an attack anywhere in
Spain, the resort will immediately be put on high alert.
2. Thereafter, for the next two hours, or as long as instructed,
Gate/ control 2 will be closed and gate/ control 1 and 3 will be
the sole entry points and be fully manned. Security guards
will stop and search any suspect vehicles.
3. During this time high density, high profile areas of the
resort, such as the hotel, spa, petrol station, will be put on
high alert and extra policing be visible. The General
Community has also been advised that local police will also
have a higher presence at the resort during high alerts.
4. All large trucks and delivery vans will be checked on entry,
with particular attention being given to vehicles carrying gas
or inflammable liquids.
5. Notices will be posted on the General Community website
and Facebook page alerting owners of possible delays when
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Cameras: The General Community has reviewed its CCTV
camera system and as a result can confirm that the camera
sited at Monte Leon has been functional for some months
and is proving useful surveillance.
A new camera has also been installed at El Forestal and
provides valuable cover of the open area that runs from the
community?s perimeter down to the resort sewerage works.
Antennae: As the already comprehensive General Community
CCTV coverage is expanded, the location of the antennae
system it relies on (above Miradores) is becoming
overpopulated with other antennae. As a result, the ambient
electronic ?noise?
is impacting the
performance of
our cameras.
Therefore, the
security team
have revieed
other ways in
which its signals
may be directed,
so as to obtain the best possible coverage. This process
included a comprehensive study, which was carried out some
years ago by the General Community?s camera supplier under
the direction of my predecessor. The consensus is that an
upgrade is well overdue and so funds will be included in the
proposed 2018 budget for approval at the General
Community AGM on Tuesday, 13th February, 2018.
Future Projects: By early 2018 it is hoped to place a camera
on the perimeter of Los Altos 1 and parallel to La Quinta Club,
which will pick up any incursions via the West Course area.
The camera that is situated behind the 12th tee on the South
Course is in the process of being updated. When finished, in
addition to its current coverage, it will also provide
surveillance of the soon to be finished Coto roundabout and
entry statement.
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? The 112 service operates throughout Spain. Therefore, if
an emergency arises outside La Manga Club, Emergency
Care can be directly called, which is particularly important if
someone has an accident in a remote location.
?The emergency ambulances are staffed with doctors and
paramedics.

N EW SL ETTER

?The 112 operators are trained to give medical advice, as
well as organising the dispatch of ambulances.
? Calling 112 directly should reduce the time from calling to
an ambulance arriving.
By contrast the LMC telephone exchange is likely to be
slower, because the patient's clinical details have first to be
given to the operator, who then has to relay them to the 112
operator, all of which takes time. Plus, with clinical details
being given twice, there is the increased risk of mistakes.

CHANGES TO 112
EMERGENCY CALLS
.

"Calling 112 directly should reduce the time from calling to
an ambulance arriving." Allan Myers

.

.

The reasons for encouraging LMC owners and residents to
use the Spanish 112 emergency telephone number for life
threatening events, rather than the LMC switchboard, are
many. They include >
? Multilingual operators.
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There has been several problems in introducing the new 112
system to owners at La Manga Club, partly due to
communication with them being difficult (even now some
owners are unaware that the 112 operators are multilingual),
but also because the 112 operators are not familiar with the
resort, which is
compounded by
owners sometimes
not being able to
provide their exact
address and La
Manga Club post
code.
To overcome these
problems patients, or
carers, previously
had to make two
telephone calls. One
to the 112 operator
who would dispatch
an ambulance to the
resort main gate
(known as control 1)

and a second to the
security guards at the
main gate/ control 1
telling them that an
ambulance was on its
way, whilst also giving
the guards the
address of the
patient, so that the
ambulance could be
met and escorted to
the patient's property.
Under the new
procedure the 112
operators now expect
patients, or their
carers, to give their
exact address So, it is
important they have
this information to hand. Specifically, owners should give
their location as ?La Manga Club, Campo de Golf?, followed by
the 30389 post code and lastly their exact address within the
resort. Having done so there is no need to make a second
call to the main gate/ control 1.
The 112 operator will then call the LMC main gate/ control 1
and explain that an ambulance is on its way and give the
patient?s address. Resort security will then send a car to the
patient?s property (only if they are within the resort) and also
ensure that the ambulance is met and directed to the
patient?s address.
The great majority of 112 calls from the La Manga area are
answered at a location in Murcia and so they will be aware of
the resort?s location. However, occasionally calls are
redirected to Madrid and if so, owners may need to explain
that La Manga Club is in the Murcia region and that the
nearest city is Cartagena.
Ambulances are dispatched from Cartagena, or the La
Manga strip. Patients, or their carers, should ensure that they
have their passport and EHIC (Emergency Health Card) to
hand when they arrive.
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from the nurse at the Centro de Salud in Los Belones. Also, an
appointment can be made to speak to either of the doctors at
the centre , but patients must take their EHIC card with them
to register. There are two doctors at the Centro de Salud, but
they do not speak English, therefor you must take a Spanish
speaker with you. The translator will charge a fee.
It is the patient?s responsibility to safeguard their ALTA
documents and they must be presented when any further
hospital or doctor visits are necessary. They may also wish to
give it to their own doctors when they return home.

N EW SL ETTER
also include a prescription for any medication needed after
being discharged and information regarding wound-cleaning,
stitches removal and, where necessary, times of further
appointments.

.

If a prescription is necessary, you must go immediately to a
Farmacia (pharmacy). If you had been referred to hospital by
the General Community based doctors, please inform them
of the outcome. This can be done by phone.

ALTA - SPANISH
MEDICAL DISCHARGE
PAPERS
.

"This is a very important document, which lists the person?s
reason for entering hospital". Louise Gemmell
When a person receives treatment at hospital, either as an
out-patient at Accident and Emergency, or as an in-patient for
a few days or more, they will be given ALTA discharge papers
before they leave. This is a very important document, which
lists the person?s reason for entering hospital, their patient
history, the doctors who treated them, plus details of
analysis, scans and any other treatments they received. It will
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Treatment at Spanish hospitals is free when people provide
their EHIC card (but prescriptions must be paid for). This
card also entitles people to receive ongoing routine treatment
When entering a Spanish hospital, you must have with you,
? A VALID PASSPORT
? EHIC
? CURRENT MEDICATION
? MEDICAL HEALTH PASSPORT INFORMATION SHEET
(available at the General Community office, or from the resort
doctors )
? MONEY FOR PARKING/ A TAXI TO RETURN HOME
If anyone requires any further information, they should not
hesitate to call Louise Gemmell on either (+ 34) 968 175 913,
or her mobile number, which is (+ 34) 626 272 630.
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and reward excellence in the provision of facilities and
services. From the 23rd to the 26th November, La Manga
Club will proudly host the fourth of these annual awards, with
the highlight coming on Saturday 25th November, when
representatives from some of the most influential
organisations in the world of golf tourism will gather at the
resort for a glittering prize-giving ceremony. Given the
prestigious nature of the occasion, La Manga Club hopes to
win the award for Europe?s Best Golf Venue and Spain?s Best
Golf Hotel.
In December, we will have the pleasure of hosting the La
Manga Club Golf Tournament for the 17th year in a row. This
hugely popular event will take place in the first week of the
month, when around 200 golfers will make their way to La
Manga Club to enjoy the facilities and magnificent weather
that make the resort such a firm year-round favourite.

.

As many owners will know, in October 1972 La Manga Club
was officially launched by the staging of a golf pro-am
featuring legendary names, including Sean Connery and
Manuel Santana. To recognise the 45th anniversary, the
resort will be hosting a variety of activities, including offering
discounted golf which will be available throughout the whole
year. Please check our web page www.lamangaclub.com for
more information.

LA MANGA CLUB
ROYAL GOLF UPDATE
.

"It has been a very busy few months on the golfing front at
La Manga Club." Eduardo Ruiz, Director of Golf
.

Dear Owners,
For the first time in its history, Spain will host the 'World Golf
Awards', one of the most exclusive award programmes that
exist within the golf tourism industry, which aims to identify
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Years of hard work have been rewarded by the many honours
that we have recently received, including being featured by
CNN.com among its list of the World?s Most Beautiful Golf

Resorts and the West Course, our newest, being listed in
British magazine Golf World?s top 100 courses in continental
Europe. (No.99).
We will also shortly be receiving a visit from representatives
of the Top 100 Golf Courses website, who will be updating
their Spanish rankings. Naturally, we hope to improve on our
current positions, which are the West Course 17, South
Course 27 and the North Course 39.
We are determined to continue earning the support of La
Manga Club Owners?over the coming years. As evidence of
this we have launched golf academies for both adult owners
and children, which are run by Thomas Johansson, our
resident golf professional. For more information, please
contact him at the training centre on + 34 968 33 1234, ext.
1360, or by email > thomas.johansson@lamangaclub.com
Finally, In
recognition of
its 45 years of
existence and
thanks to the
quality of its
facilities and
wide range of
services, the
resort?s golf
club has been
granted the title
of ?Real Club de
Golf La Manga?
by The Royal
Household of Spain. This high distinction has been been
possible thanks to the invaluable support of the Royal
Spanish Golf Federation, the Golf Federation of the Region of
Murcia and the Regional Government of the Region of
Murcia. Therefore, in the next General Community newsletter,
which I believe will be published after next February?s AGM, I
will explain in detail what our new ?royal?status will mean for
golf at La Manga Club generally, and specifically the benefits
which will be available to La Manga Club owners.
Eduardo Ruiz, Director of Golf
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Dear Members,
On the 29th October, 2017 the opportunity for members to be
proposed to serve on the committee closed.
.

Members had previously indicated that they felt there was a
need for the committee to be an elected body, rather than
appointees of the Director of Golf.

N EW SL ETTER

Five committee places were up for election, each one with
responsibility for different aspects of the Members Golf Club.
I am pleased to advise that we had five nominations for the
committee places, each supported by the necessary number
of proposers and given that the election was open to all
members I am happy to agree to these nominations as the
Members Representatives on the Committee, without the
need for formal voting.

.

Therefore, the Members of the Committee (pictured right, top
to bottom) going forward will be:
Douglas McGhee: Golf: Greens Representative
Caroline Douglass: Communications Representative
Heinz Gloor: Handicap Representative
Ian Hunt: Competition Representative
? Robin Fish: Groups Representative
Responsibilities are listed on the next page.

MEMBERS GOLF CLUB
COMMITTEE ELECTIONS

In conclusion, may I record my sincere thanks to Michael
Ashton for his contribution to the committee over the last
two years and I look forward to working with the
Member-nominated Committee over the next two years.
Eduardo Ruiz, LMC, Director of Golf

"Members had previously indicated that they felt there was a
need for the committee to be an elected body, rather than
appointees of the Director of Golf." Eduardo Ruiz

.
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?Make proposals for future development of the courses.
Note these two roles are combined at present, as many areas
overlap. The job requires an extensive knowledge of the rules
and some hands on experience of golf/ greens
administration, or management.
HEINZ GLOOR: HANDICAPS

N EW SL ETTER

.

.

.

DOUGLAS McGHEE : RULES & GREENS
Rules: Responsibilities
?Ensure local rules are kept up to date.
?Work with LMC staff to ensure course markings are kept
in accordance with local rules.
?Liaise with visiting officials to help with their course
set-up, local rules etc.

MEMBERS GOLF CLUB
COMMITTEE ELECTIONS

?Ensure course is set up suitably for major club events,
such as the Owners Championship.
?Work with the Director of Golf and Course Managers, in
particular pointing out areas of concern.
Greens: Responsibilities

.

ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES
ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES
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Ensure, in close collaboration with the Golf Operations
Manager (Pedro Sanchez), that the EGA/ RFEG Handicap
System is correctly applied.
Coordinate activities of the Handicap committee with
three members.
Keep an updated Handicap list of all members.
Ensure that Handicap?s of members with two EGA home
clubs, or two different home clubs with different governing
bodies (EGA and CONGU), are adjusted correctly to facilitate
competitions played under fair circumstances.
Control correctness of the annual Handicaps review
performed by RFEG.

?To make recommendations as above.
?Assist with specific areas as agreed, e.g .traffic
management, bunker work.

Adjust HCP?s of players whose playing abilities don?t
correspond with their current Handicaps.
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?Work to increase the members?mailing list.
?Keep social media pages and website up to date.
?Book and arrange meetings between Eduardo Ruiz and
the Committee

?Liaise with Director of Golf regarding possible club days
and sponsored events.
?Arrange inter-club competitions.
?Organise the teams for competitions.

?Keep the minutes of the above meetings and circulate to
Eduardo Ruiz and the Committee.

N EW SL ETTER

?Arrange and promote social functions and special
events

MEMBERS GOLF CLUB
COMMITTEE ELECTIONS
.
.

ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES
ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES
ROBIN FISH: GROUPS
IAN HUNT: COMPETITIONS
?Advertise forthcoming competitions.
?Make sure entry sheets are displayed on notice boards
and posted on the LMC website, working with golf
administration.
?Ensure the golf calendar is fully updated with dates and
times.
?Work with Golf Administration in helping carry out draws
for competitions.
?Arrange trophies and prizes.

?Hold a weekly meeting with Pedro Sanchez, or Jesus
Moreno, to book group tee-times in line with Golf
Administration tee booking policy and the LMC Rules.
?Regular (weekly, or monthly) group bookings (more than
2 tee times) will be made by the La Manga Club Members
Golf Club Committee.
?Notify the group leaders via e-mail of their tee-times.
?Liaise with the group leaders to ensure that their
requirements are kept up to date.
?Maintain a record of all bookings.

.

CAROLINE DOUGLASS: COMMUNICATIONS

Post results of monthly competitions on social media
sites.

?Work with community Presidents, and/ or their golf
organisers, to book community golf days.

?Communicate between the committee and the members
on a regular basis.

?Liaise with the Food and Beverage Manager relative to
monthly competitions. Attend committee meetings.

?Book tee-times for one-off, or occasional events.
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David Sugden: President, Coto Alto

N EW SL ETTER

As the first President of Coto Alto
who is a resident owner it is
pleasing to be able to mark our
evolution from a development
project to a living community. With
only five properties, all relatively
newly built, the task of Community
President is certainly less onerous
than most with very few demands
from owners and only minor
maintenance matters to attend to
but it does now allow us to have a
voice in the wider decisions of the General Community.
Terry O?Gara: President, Los Altos 1

.

.

I initially visited La Manga Club in 1997 and then purchased a
Villa in Los Altos 1 in 2001. After retiring in 2015 from many
years in the construction industry the intention is to spend
more time at La Manga Club and therefore I accepted the
position as President of Los Altos 1. I am interested in
keeping fit and have taken up indoor fixed bike riding
(spinning ) together with being a keen golfer and an
occasional tennis player. Married to Christine and have two
children, both in their early thirties and also two
grandchildren.?
Ian Glover: President, Bellaluz Village

COMMUNITY
PRESIDENT PROFILES
.

"It does now allow us to have a voice in the wider decisions
of the General Community." David Sugden, President.
.

The position of elected Presidents of the 40+ communities
that make up the La Manga Club General Community, varies
from being relatively simple in smaller communities, such as
Coto Alto, to busier in medium sized communities like Los
Altos 1 and to very complex in the very biggest communities
like Bellaluz. Three Presidents share their experiences.
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In the very first copy of the La Manga Club magazine Bellaluz
village was described as
the heart of the La Manga
Club and this is still the
case today. Bellaluz
translates as beautiful
light and is a community
of approximately 270
apartments and 30
businesses. At the centre
of Bellaluz is a beautiful
Spanish plaza, which is
the heart-beat of our
village.
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.

Properties range from studio
apartments to four bedroom
penthouses and individual villas.
This makes Bellaluz the ideal
location to get a start on the
Spanish property ladder. Large
numbers of the properties here
have fantastic views looking over
the Mar Menor and Lion Mountain
and there are also apartments
overlooking the Plaza Mayor and its
many businesses. The overall
design and layout of the village
makes it a very safe place for all
ages with ramps leading to every
part.
Bellaluz has recently undergone a
series of upgrades of its

.

COMMUNITY
PRESIDENT PROFILES
.

"In the very first copy of the La Manga Club magazine
Bellaluz village was described as the heart of the La Manga
Club." Ian Glover, President.
.

The businesses consist of several bars and restaurants, a
number of property management companies, a supermarket,
gift and fashion boutiques, a farmacia, tabac and solicitors
and a new A.T.M.. The majority of our businesses are open all
year round, which makes our plaza a pleasant and vibrant
place to eat, drink, or browse the shops.
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infrastructure and appearance. A completely new water
mains system has been installed and all the electrical
installations replaced. The Plaza has been completely re-laid,
with the emphasis on safety being paramount, and
aesthetically traditional Spanish colours have been used with
terracotta and browns predominating. Consideration is
currently being given to building extra sporting facilities with
tennis courts, a multi-use games area and crazy golf,
amongst the suggestions.
One of the main attractions of living in Bellaluz is its two
swimming pools. Some of you may remember the BBC
programme Super Stars, with sporting legends like Brian
Jacks, Kevin Keegan and Denise Lewis taking part. The
swimming events for the programme took place in the 25
metre Bellaluz pool. The pool area is for the private use of
Bellaluz owners and residents. As well as the Olympic size
pool there is a smaller pool, which is ideal for children. The
main pool has recently been refurbished and has a state of
the art heating system, which keeps the water warm enough
to swim in all year round. There is a kiosk at the pool which is
open from April to November.
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.

"One of my primary responsibilities is to promote La Manga
Club S.L.?s services to the large body of both resident and
non-resident owners, who are important to our business."
Idoia Carillo: Public Relations Manager

N EW SL ETTER

I was born in Bilbao (which is where my unusual name
comes from) and raised in Valencia, although my entire
family is from the city of Murcia.
Before I joined the La Manga Club family, more than 10 years
ago now, phew ? how time flies! I spent a year in North
Carolina and also worked in a very small German town called
Heilbronn.
When I started, initially I worked on the front reception of the
Hotel Principe Felipe, but I quickly moved to the Guest
Services department and then Sales, before taking up my
current position working as PR manager, which I really enjoy.

.

.

One of my primary responsibilities is to promote La Manga
Club S.L.?s services to the large body of both resident and
non-resident owners, who are important to our business.
I really enjoy playing golf (although my putting is not very
good, despite Thomas Johansson´s best efforts!), aerobic
sports and eating, especially at La Olla, our canteen, where
we have a great cook called Fina, who does the best Cocido
in the world. Definitely as good as my mum´s. I also recently
joined the weekly painting lessons run by our super teacher
Dee Dee.
For all these reasons, I see La Manga Club as a paradise, not
just for work, but also in terms of leisure. It doesn?t matter
what time of year it is. I love it when it?s hot, during the spring
when the blossom is out, or even in the rain.

IDOIA CARILLO
PROFILE
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If you would like to be kept updated with what?s happening
on the resort, you can either register for the LMC monthly
newsletter via our web page www.lamangaclub.com - just
click at the bottom left line on the ?Newsletter? link, or by
simply sending me an e-mail at >
Idoia.carrillo@lamangaclub.com.
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years ago with friends at La Manga Club, the memories of
struggling to climb the mountains around Cartagena were
fresh in my mind, and the longest distance I had ever covered
was maybe 80 Km at a push. Therefore,100 miles sounded
like it might be a bit of a challenge!

N EW SL ETTER

Having won a ballot place in the ride it seemed a shame not
to try to raise money to support a good cause, so that others
might benefit from my pain. Both my wife, Carol, and I have
close relatives currently being treated for prostate cancer. So,
having researched the financial credentials of Prostate
Cancer UK the choice was made.
Clearly I was going to need to prepare myself both physically
and mentally for the big event. Training became a full-time
occupation, and I needed to build endurance and lose a few
pounds if I were to survive the ride. Training in La Manga
Club was preferable, but I had to pick up training in Munich as
well marking out a route in the rolling hills of Bavaria.

.

.

KEVIN LYNCH
PROSTATE CANCER UK
.

"What I did last summer," by Kevin,age 54 and three quarters.
.

This time last year I was encouraged by Reserva del Coto
neighbours, Tim and Debi Oliver to enter the 2017 Prudential
Ride, London-Surrey 100. Having started cycling a couple of
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Suddenly it was just a few days before the race and I was
boarding a plane for London, my bike carefully packed. Then
it was the big day, or rather the very long day! I was up at
4.30am, before my start time of 7.10am. And then we were
off, how nice it was to cycle past Tower Bridge,
through the City of London, and out through
Knightsbridge without the hassle of traffic. I
had many friends out cheering me on at
various points on the route ? Walton on
Thames, West Byfleet, Putney Bridge, Vauxhall
Bridge and of course the finish line on the The
Mall. A picnic in Green Park afterwards was a
fitting celebration although soaking in the bath
later that evening was more appreciated by my
weary legs!
Following the event I was contacted by PCUK
to congratulate us on having raised the second
largest amount (over 5,200 euros) of 554
people riding for PCUK. We were only eclipsed
by the chairman of the charity, Charles
Packshaw. A significant percentage of
donations came from generous friends of our
La Manga Club! THANK YOU!
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La Manga Club youngster represents his adopted
country at senior level cricket!

N EW SL ETTER

Fifteen year old Charlie Hunt has lived at La Manga
Club for seven years now and his Spanish adventure
goes from strength to strength. Charlie attends Kings
College, Murcia and he is currently in his GCSE exam
years. However, that does not stop him enjoying his
sport. Charlie is an accomplished golfer playing to a
handicap of 11, but his real passion is cricket and he
has been playing for La Manga Club since the age of
nine. He has become a very accomplished all
rounder in the senior team and his favourite position
is wicket keeper, which on merit he has made his position.
Playing cricket for La Manga Club takes Charlie to Madrid,
Valencia and Benidorm, as well as playing at the resort. So,
mixing sport with school life takes dedication and
commitment. Charlie has captained the Spanish junior
national side on many occasions against very strong
opposition from English cricket schools. During last
summer?s cricket break in Spain through July and August,
Charlie went to the U.K., as he been invited to play cricket at

.

.

CHARLIE HUNT PLAYING
CRICKET FOR SPAIN!
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the Eversley club, who play in the Hampshire League. Charlie
played many games and enjoyed measuring himself against
would-be county players, as he felt it was a great way to
learn. He must have done well as he has been invited back
next year!
On his return Charlie was chosen to represent Spain at senior
level for the first time in a six-way T 20 competition held at La
Manga Club last month, when he played against top
opposition from the U.K. and India. Over three days of hard
competition the Spanish national team
managed to reach the final, an
accomplishment in itself especially against
such strong opposition. In the final they
played a representative Indian team which
fielded four international players, so the
opponents were of the highest standard. The
Indian team batted first and reached 170
after 20 overs. Charlie opened the batting for
Spain and reached 67 not out after 20 overs.
However, unfortunately the Spanish team
came up short, but put up a great
performance in what everyone agreed had
been a hard fought match.
Charlie is now looking forward to a winter
break, but he will be sure be found in the
training nets at the resort and working on his
technique in preparation for a busy season
next year.
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I needed a challenge and decided to take on a cycle ride from
London to Paris, 350 miles over 4 days, for the Alzheimers
Society, having previously lost family to this awful disease.

N EW SL ETTER

In July, after months of training the first day finally
arrived. 138 excited and nervous cyclists set off from
Blackheath to Dover. The day was tough with sharp climbs in
the afternoon and strong cross-winds all day. We arrived after
85 miles in Dover and boarded the ferry to Dunkirk for our
overnight stop. Everyone was excited about riding in France
the next day.

Arc de Triumph, down the Champs Elysees to our final
destination of the Eiffel Tower. We were cheered all the way
by the locals. Everyone was now on a massive high.

.

.

We set off for Cambrai next morning with 105 miles to cover.
It should have been fairly comfortable on flat terrain, but we
fought strong headwinds and heavy showers during the day,
so a rather tired group arrived in Cambrai that afternoon. The
hotel was comfortable and the food and wine were
excellent.

ANDREW PEALING
ALZHEIMER SOCIETY
.

"Most importantly we raised over £300,000 for the
Alzheimers Society." Andrew Pealing.
.

I started cycling in 2016 following a health scare the previous
year and having been encouraged by Kevin Lynch and Stewart
Harris, who had been cycling for a while.
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Celebrations went on until the small hours and we have all
made friends for life, plus have memories which will last a
lifetime. Most importantly we raised over £300,000.00 for the
Alzheimer Society.
Thank you to everyone at La Manga Club who contributed to
my own personal figure of £3,300.

The third day saw the same headwinds and a hilly
73 mile stretch followed. It was a very tired group
that arrived late afternoon in Soissons.
Nonetheless, everyone was in great spirits, as the
next day Paris was our final destination.
You guessed it, the final day saw more headwinds
and showers. However, no one really minded, as we
were all on a high knowing we would reach Paris
that afternoon. I had built a close bond with five
other riders whom I rode with most of the way.
As Paris neared we all became quite emotional, as
everyone had their own reason for riding.
We all came together to ride through Paris as one a
large group and I will never forget riding round the
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CONTROLLING LA MANGA
CLUB'S EXPANDING CAT
POPULATION

The British have the reputation as great animal lovers and
this is borne out by the number of pets who are permanent or
seasonal residents along with their caring owners. However,
this reputation has a downside in that La Manga Club has for
many years been seen as the place to abandon unwanted
pets, especially unneutered cats,
despite the fact that this is illegal in
Spain.
In response, for many years the General
Community provided funds to enable
local volunteers to manage the
resultant, largely feral, cat population
via a programme of catching
and neutering, followed by limited
feeding at special 'cat cafes'. The
programme aims to maintain a
controlled population of healthy,
neutered animals, which earn their
living by helping to control small
rodents around the resort. Limited
feeding to supplement the food they
catch is necessary to ensure that they
are fit enough to do their work,
particularly in the winter months when other food is more
scarce.
Unfortunately, the past year has been seen a mini explosion
in the Club's' cat population. This is mainly due to increased
numbers of unneutered domestic cats being abandoned at
the resort, including a number of kittens. The situation has
been made worse by residents feeding these cats, making
them extremely difficult to catch and neuter ? well-fed cats
are not tempted to enter the (humane) traps used to round
them up! As a result the cats have bred and added to their
numbers at an alarming rate. We have also had cases of
traps being vandalised, presumably by misguided cat lovers
who do not understand their actual purpose.

.

"Unfortunately, the past year has been seen

a mini
explosion in the resort's cat population" Jane Harris.
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In order to tackle the current situation, a review of the
location and number of cat cafes is underway, with the aim of
keeping cats away from individual properties. Where
appropriate Community Presidents will be consulted and kept

informed of any changes proposed near their communities.
Additional humane traps have been deployed to speed up
the current rate of neutering. An appeal has been made for
good homes for the neutered domestic cats and measures
will be taken against anyone found abandoning pets. Finally,

warning signs have been posted at the various vehicle
access points to the resort.
In the meantime, owners and residents can help by only
feeding stray cats if they intend to take over full and
permanent responsibility for their future welfare, while
leaving feeding stations and traps, which are inspected daily,
undisturbed. Any concerns
about the welfare of
individual cats, or problems
in particular areas of LMC
should be reported to the
General Community office.
Any sightings of cats being
abandoned, or any other
related suspicious activity,
should also be reported.The
cooperation of all owners
would be appreciated.
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LA CALA, the General Community's new coffee table
magazine, is also available on-line.

INFORMATION

Simply, click on the link below, or highlight, copy and paste
the link into your browser to view.
> https://www.lamangaclubowners.com/PDFs/27-07-17LA
CALA.magazine.pdf
.
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As an alternative, it has also been segmented into 7 x 12
page sections which are available for download by clicking
on the links below:
.

> https:// www.lamangaclubowners.com/ PDFs/ 27-0717LACALA.magazinePart1.pdf
> https:// www.lamangaclubowners.com/ PDFs/ 27-0717LACALA.magazinePart2.pdf

.

> https:// www.lamangaclubowners.com/ PDFs/ 27-0717LACALA.magazinePart3.pdf

.

> https:// www.lamangaclubowners.com/ PDFs/ 27-0717LACALA.magazinePart4.pdf
> https:// www.lamangaclubowners.com/ PDFs/ 27-07-

NEWSLETTER EDITORIAL POLICY: The focus of content is
on Owners, their principal areas of interest,matters of
concern and how they may get the most enjoyment from
owning property at La Manga Club. Due to data protection
laws. commercial advertisements and advertorials are not
included.
Publisher: La Manga Club General Community
Executive Editor: Tony Coles
Design, Copy and Sub-editing: Peter Morrow
Proof Reading: Jane Harris
Administrator: Angel Morenilla
.

General Community of La Manga Club
Centro Comercial,
Local Numero 3. Apartado Correos 3, 30389, Murcia
TEL: 00 (34) 968 17 57 74
.

Office Staff: Left to right: Paqui Jumilla: Office Manager
Rocio Manzanares: Assistant Manager.

17LACALA.magazinePart5.pdf
> https:// www.lamangaclubowners.com/ PDFs/ 27-0717LACALA.magazinePart6.pdf
> https:// www.lamangaclubowners.com/ PDFs/ 27-0717LACALA.magazinePart7.pdf

COMMUNICATION
.
.
.

.

GET YOUR PERSONAL COPY FROM THE GENERAL
COMMUNITY OFFICE WHEN YOU NEXT VISIT THE RESORT
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The General Community uses a mix of communication
channels to talk with owners, including its website, >
https:// lamangaclubowners.com < Facebook page >
https:// www.facebook.com/ lmc.generalcommunity/ < La
Cala magazine, newsletters, the Owners Directory and news
releases.

DISCLAIMER: The General Community does not warrant, or
assume any legal liability or responsibility for the views,
quality, accuracy, completeness, legality, reliability, or
usefulness of any information, or service represented within
its media publications. The content and information is
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